BUBBLE AND SQUEAK

(United Kingdom): Named for the many
noises made during the cooking process,
this British dish is made with potatoes and
cabbage, fried and browned in a pan. It
is traditionally made with leftovers from a
roast dinner, but modern chefs add
everything from carrots to brussels
sprouts. Added heat can come from
spices such as ginger, cumin, and chili
powder. It’s a savory dish that will
certainly please every palate!

SOUR & SPICE

TOM YUM SOUP

(Thailand): Tom Yum is a hot and sour
Thai soup dish that is loved by locals and
visitors alike. Diners can savor the sour
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VINDALOO

(India): This curry dish from India has
Portuguese roots and is traditionally
made in the Goan region with pork
marinated in vinegar and garlic. Other
regions in India make Vindaloo with
chicken or lamb. Dried peppers are used
to add some heat. Vindaloo can range
from pretty spicy to tongue-on-fire spicy,
depending on the number of chili
peppers used. If you are looking for
adventurous Indian spice, Vindaloo is the
dish for you!
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SAVORY FLAVOR

CAN YOU HANDLE IT?

IF YOU DARE
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(Austria): Head to Austria or its neighbors, Poland, Hungary, or Germany to
taste delicious Viennese apple strudel.
The pastry strudel is stuffed with apple
filling, with a generous amount of sugar
and cinnamon. Apfelstrudel is mildly
sweet and especially tasty when served
with vanilla ice cream, whipped cream,
or custard.

(Jamaica): Allspice and scotch bonnet
peppers give jerk chicken it’s heat, while
a pit fire, modified metal oil barrel, or
wood-burning oven give it a traditional
smoky flavor. The traditional jerk spice
rub is used on chicken, pork, and even
vegetables. Locals and visitors alike enjoy
this traditional Jamaican flavor, which has
become popular all around the world.
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APFELSTRUDEL

jerk Chicken
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Heat your taste
buds with
these
delicious
dishes from
around
the world.
Whether you
prefer mild
and salty or
sweet and sour,
there is a dish for
everyone. n
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MILD & SWEET

HEATIN’ THINGS UP

temperature and spice, if you are
adventurous enough to add a
generous helping of the provided
Sichuan peppers. Sichuan hot pot
offers a unique dining experience
and spicy flavor.
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(Canada/United States): Cheese curds,
commonly referred to as “squeaky
cheese,” are a staple in Quebec, Canada
and parts of the United States, Midwest
and Northeast regions. Cheese curds
are made by allowing pasteurized milk
to clot, and then cooking and pressing
out any whey. The result is a mild, salty
curd that is delicious when served fresh,
“deep-fried, or on top of french fries in
Canadian poutine.

and spicy combination flavor of the herb
broth, which features lemongrass,
galangal, and kaffir lime leaves. Thai
chilies, innocent-looking small red
chilies, bring heat to the dish. Shrimp or
pork, along with mushrooms, cilantro,
tomatoes, and onions round out the
bowl.
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SQUEAKY CHEESE
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DELIGHT YOUR TASTE BUDS ON A CULINARY ADVENTURE AROUND THE WORLD

MILD MANNERED

SICHUAN HOT POT

(China): If you have enjoyed hot pot
before, you haven’t really sampled the
spiciness available until you have tried
Sichuan hot pot. This dish is made to
order, with meat, vegetables, and spices
added at the table to suit the diner’s
taste. The broth can be hot in both

PICTURED LEFT: TOM YUM SOUP, THAILAND TRADITIONAL DISH
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MILD TO WILD

One of the best parts about exploring the world is indulging in all the various
dishes from exotic lands - delicious meals that include everything from the
mildest flavors to spices that will surely wow even the hardiest taste buds.
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